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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this project is to design and develop the hydraulic model for control oriented 
injector model for single cylinder four-stroke engine using Matlab Simulink.  Injector plays 
significant role in determining engine performance by controlling the fuel supplied 
consequently the air to fuel ratio. In order to achieve acceptable accuracy for abroad range 
of engine speed the control of injection process must be carefully studied. The model 
consist of hydraulic, electromagnetic and mechanical model. This thesis is carried out with 
purpose to produces a reliable hydraulic model that can be used to study the control 
process. Reasonable mass flow rate data need to be determine by the model based on 
predetermined boundary condition. The fuel injector based on HDEV 5 were design using 
Matlab Simulink. The are two different Matlab Simulink design the fuel flow rate 
coresponding to the radius/diameter ratio and the fuel flow rate corresponding to the 
needle-seat relative displacement. Based on the graph and explanation, comparison between 
fuel flow rate and r/d ratio and fuel flow rate and needle-seat relative displacement are 
made. The result show that there is cavitation occur at r/d = 0.02 and effect the flow rate of 
the fuel injected. While in the injector opening phase, the fuel flow rate is slightly increase 
before the injector reached the transition value. The model of flow through the control 
volume feeding and discharge holes was further detailed as it was shown to play an 
important role in determining the flow regime in the orifice. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
Tujuan projek ini adalah untuk merekabentuk dan membangunkan model hidraulik bagi 
model kawalan berorientasikan penyuntik untuk enjin satu silinder empat lejang yang 
menggunakan Matlab Simulink. Penyuntik memainkan peranan penting dalam menentukan 
prestasi enjin dengan mengawal bahan api yang dibekalkan menerusi nisbah mampatan 
udara. Bagi mencapai ketepatan yang diterima bagi rangkaian luar negara kelajuan enjin 
kawalan proses suntikan perlu dikaji dengan teliti. Model ini terdiri daripada model 
hidraulik, elektromagnetik dan mekanikal. Tesis ini dijalankan dengan tujuan untuk 
menghasilkan satu model hidraulik yang boleh dipercayai yang boleh digunakan untuk 
mengkaji proses kawalan. Kadar aliran minyak yang munasabah perlu ditentukan oleh 
model yang berdasarkan keadaan sempadan yang telah ditetapkan. Suntikan minyak dibina 
berdasarkan model injector HDEV-5 menggunakan Matlab Simulink. Dua bahagian Matlab 
Simulink yang berlainan di rekabentuk berdasarkan kadar jisim minyak dan nisbah r/d yang 
berlainan dan kadar jisim minyak berdasarkan perubahan jarum anjakan tempat duduk. 
Berdasarkan graf dan penjelasan lanjut, perbandingan antara kadar aliran bahanapi dan 
nisbah r/d dan kadar aliran bahan api dan jarum tempat duduk anjakan relatif dibuat. 
Menunjukkan hasil bahawa ada peronggaan berlaku pada r/d=0.02 dan mengakibatkan 
perubahan kadar aliran bahan api yang disuntik. Manakala dalam fasa pembukaan suntikan, 
kadar aliran bahan api sedikit peningkatan sebelum penyuntik mencapai nilai peralihan. 
Model aliran melalui isipadu kawalan dan lubang pelepasan seterusnya diperincikan kerana 
ia telah ditunjukkan untuk memainkan peranan yang penting dalam menentukan rejim 
aliran orifis. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
The combustion efficiency of an internal combustion engine is the 
completeness of vaporization of the fuel and the mixing of fuel and air in the 
mixture which is fed into the combustion chamber. Previously, the fuel was 
injected to the engine combustion chamber via the carburettor. However 
carburettor nowadays is completely replaced by the fuel injection system since 
it consumed more fuel and the air emissions are heavier than fuel injectors. 
Fuel injection systems are becoming popular for engines performance. There 
are two versions of fuel injection which are port fuel injection and direct 
injection. Direct fuel injection is the latest developed fuel injection. This 
system was designed specifically for four stroke or two stroke engines. Direct 
injection system helps to introduce fuel and air to be perfectly released and 
then injected into the cylinder according to the engine load conditions. It will 
result in a high power output, greater fuel efficiency and much lower 
emissions. In order to minimize the automotive pollution, natural gas has 
become the most effective fuel for vehicles. Natural gas is the most versatile 
alternative fuel available and can be used in speak ignited or compression 
engine from the smallest motorcycles to the largest rail locomotives. It is also 
becoming one of the most dominant bio fuels available worldwide. Natural gas 
can be used either as compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied natural gas 
(LNG). CNG is odourless, colourless and tasteless that mostly consists of 
methane. CNG vehicles store natural gas in high pressure fuel cylinders at 207 
bar to 248 bar. LNG changed from a vapour to a liquid at room temperature by 
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application of pressure. LNG has to be cooled to very low temperature in order 
to turn it to liquefy. LNG can be stored onboard a vehicle at 1 bar to 10 bar. 
The most important advantage of natural gas is that it is extremely clean 
burning when used in internal combustion engines. Exhaust emissions from 
NGV is much lower than those vehicles powered by gasoline. For instance, it 
is effectively reduced carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
production. Direct injection natural gas promise thermal efficiencies 
comparable to those attained by high compression ratio. There was an 
investigation towards the possibility of eliminating gasoline and diesel engines 
on natural gas engine by using fuel injection technology. Experiments on 
multi-point injection engines lead to several disadvantages because of the non-
uniform distribution of air-fuel mixture, efficiency intake reduction and 
increase of fuel consumption(Jalaluddin, 2011).Potential benefits that 
associated with charge stratification can be obtained when direct injection of 
natural gas is used.  It is occur when the gas is injected closely to the start of 
combustion. The benefits are enhance possible reduction of HC emission, and 
increased thermal efficiency and power. The diesel engine efficiency at all 
loads and speeds can be preserved by implement the late cycle injection of 
natural gas. This method needs gas supply at approximately 20 Mpa. Direct 
injection of high pressure natural gas can contribute high efficiency over a 
wide load range with diesel-to-gas ratio as minimum as 5% into the dual fuel 
diesel engines. There are few companies that manufactured low pressure CNG 
manifold injectors, for instances, IMPCO, Keihin AFS and Quantum 
companies. These injectors that are with 3.9bar typical maximum fuel pressure 
are also being used in a light-duty passenger car like dedicated CNG Honda 
Civic GX, and dedicated CNG Toyota Camry Sedan. Later, Cummins and 
Westport also producing direct injector for CNG applications. They are 
designed primarily for medium to large sized diesel engines. Daimler- Benz 
AG (Jorachet al, 1995), Westport Research Inc (Ouellette et al, 1999), Siemens 
Automotive Corporation (Pace et al, 2004), Ford Global Technologies 
(Reatherford and Johnson, 2006), Denso Corporation and Digicon (Kato and 
Date, 2006) have patented many gaseous direct injectors. Today, liquid 
injection becomes a well-developed technology. However, gaseous injection 
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technology that is mainly for direct injection applications in low or high 
pressure is still its infancy. The density of natural gas varies appreciably with 
pressure and temperature even if it is stored in liquefied state (LNG). It is 
gaseous at the temperature and pressure required for combustion. The 
maximum flow rate for gas injection through a restriction is obtained during 
choked flow condition. This occurs at the smallest area in the system that is 
also known as the throat in the ideal gas. Due to the friction loses which has 
reduces stagnation pressure, real gas in small restrictions may not choke at the 
smallest geometrically area. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
Injector plays significant role in determining engine performance by 
controlling the fuel supplied consequently the air to fuel ratio. In order to 
achieve acceptable accuracy for high range of engine speed the control of 
injection process must be carefully studied. The model consists of hydraulic, 
electromagnetic and mechanical model. This thesis is carried out with purpose 
to produces a reliable hydraulic model that can be used to study the control 
process. Reasonable mass flow rate data need to be determined by the model 
based on predetermined boundary condition. 
 
1.3 Objective 
 
The aim of this project is to design and simulate mean value injector model for 
single cylinder four-stroke engine using MatLab Simulink. 
  
  2 
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1.4 Work Scopes 
 
The project detail activities are carried out within the following scopes              
of  work: 
 
i) The injector model is designed for a single cylinder four-stroke 150cm3 
engine. 
ii) The injection is only design for high pressure application when the 
injection pressure range is within 20 bar – 200 bars. 
iii) Regardless of engine operating condition, the injector model is operated 
at different injection pressure, different r/d ratio and different needle-seat 
relative displacement. 
iv) The focus of the model is on the hydraulic description of the injector. 
v) The evaluated injector parameters are the volume flow rate and discharge 
coefficient. 
 
1.5 Summary 
 
Fuel injection system become popular replacing the used of carburettor in 
injecting fuel to the engine. There are two versions of injection systems and the latest 
injection system is direct injection system that specifically designed for four strokes and 
two strokes engines. Injectors are the most important mechanical devices that can 
enhance fuel efficiency by the assistance of electronic control unit (ECU).  ECU is the 
part of injector that has the capability to receive and process to precise the amount of 
fuel delivered to the engine. The main goal of this project is to design and simulate the 
mean value injector model for single cylinder four-stroke engine using Matlab 
Simulink. The mean value is predicted by the mean value models. This method is 
developed using Matlab Simulink. 
  
 
CHAPTER 2 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
2.1  Introduction 
 
An engine is defined as the machine that converts the chemical energy into 
mechanical energy through the combustion of a fuel. The combustion of engine may 
refer to internal combustion engine (ICE) and external combustion engine (ECE). The 
ICE is an engine in which the combustion of a fuel occurs with air in a combustion 
chamber. An external combustion engine (ECE) is a heat engine where an internal 
working fluid is heated by combustion in an external source through the engine wall or 
a heat exchanger. 
 
Engine is a machine with two mechanisms which are two- stroke and four-stroke 
engines. Two- stroke engines are normally found in low power vehicle. The two-stroke 
engines refer its process of combustion of a fuel and the liberation of mechanical energy 
that takes place. Today, the development of four- strokes internal combustion engines 
are widely used in transportation. The cylinder of the four strokes engine differs from 
the two strokes engine by which the valves are located differently.  
 
2.2 Engine 
 
There are two types of internal combustion engine (ICE) which are spark 
ignition (SI) engine and compression ignition (CI) engine. The compression ignition 
(CI) engine is also known as diesel engine. Both of these types of engine are further 
classified as two- stroke and four-stokes engine.An internal combustion engine (ICE) is 
one in which the fuel is burnt within the engine. It involves the system where 
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combustion of fuel and the conversation of heat energy from combustion to mechanical 
energy take place within the cylinder. Internal combustion engine is divided into two 
categories which are spark ignition engine and compression ignition engine. The spark 
ignition engine consumed gaseous or volatile fuels and operates on the two or four 
stroke cycle. While the compression ignition engine used distillate liquid fuel and work 
on either two or four stroke cycle. Compression ignition engine is normally designed to 
operate on the dual-combustion cycle in which Otto cycle and diesel cycle. The 
requirement design of the engine nowadays the engine must be an optimum 
performance, good fuel economy, low pollution, minimum noise level, easy cold 
starting, economic servicing, easy cold starting, economic servicing, acceptable 
durability, least weight and compact size (Nunney, 2000). 
 
2.2.1 Internal Combustion Engine (ICE)  
  
An internal combustion engine is much famous known as IC engines. The 
engine operates in which the combustion of fuel takes place inside the engine block 
itself. There are much great energy is generated after fuel combustion and then being 
converted into mechanical energy. IC engine can be divided into two kinds which are 
rotary in which there is a rotor that rotates inside the engine to produce power and 
reciprocating engines that converted piston into the rotary motion of the vehicles. They 
are the types of engine that are widely used. In reciprocating engine, they are classified 
into two other types which are spark ignition (SI) engine and compression ignition (CI) 
engine. In spark ignition (SI) engine, it is described that the burning of fuel occurred is 
generated by the spark plug.  While the compression ignition (CI) engine concluded that 
the burning of fuel occurred because of the high pressure exerted on the fuel. The fuel is 
compressed in to high pressure and its start to burn. They are either two stokes or four 
strokes engines.   
 
2.2.2 Four- stroke Engine Cycle 
 
Stroke is refers to the movement of the piston in the engine. A four-stroke 
engine has one compression stroke and one exhaust stroke and each is followed by a 
return stroke. The compression stroke compresses the fuel-air mixture prior to the gas 
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explosion. The exhaust stroke simple pushes the burnt gases out the exhaust. The four-
stroke usually has a distributor that supplies a spark to the cylinder only when its piston 
is near top dead centre (TDC) on the fuel compression stroke. Some four-stroke engines 
do away with the distributor and make sparks every turn of the crank. This means a 
spark happens in a cylinder. 
 
2.2.3 Principle Operation of Four-Stroke Engine 
 
i) Intake stroke 
In which the air is admitted to the engine cylinder where the intake valve is 
opened and a mixture of gas and air is drawn into the engine. 
 
ii) Compression stroke 
The charge of fresh air is compressed by the piston, and the fuel is injected 
just before the point of maximum compression and it’s raise both the 
pressure and temperature as it is compressed into the lesser volume of the 
combustion chamber. During the compression stroke, the intake valve is 
closed and the piston travel s up compressing the fuel-air mixture. The spark 
occurs just before the piston reaches the top of its stroke. 
 
iii) Power stroke 
The air-fuel mixture is ignited by the sparking plug during which the gases 
expand. Then the pressure rises due to combustion and pushes piston 
downwards to drive the engine. 
 
iv) Exhaust stroke 
Exhaust valve is opened at the end of power stroke and the piston travel back 
up expelling the exhaust gases through the exhaust valve. At the top of this 
stroke the exhaust valve is closed. 
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2.2.4 The Difference between Gasoline, Diesel and CNG engine 
 
Diesel engine and gasoline engine are quite similar. They are both internal 
combustion engines designed to convert the chemical energy available in fuel into 
mechanical energy. Both diesel engines and gasoline engines convert fuel into energy 
through a series of small combustion. The major difference between these two types of 
engines is the way the combustion happened. In a gasoline engine, fuel is mixed with 
air, compressed by pistons and ignited by sparks from spark plug. In diesel engine, the 
air is compressed first and then the fuel is injected. Gasoline engine is an internal 
combustion engine with spark ignition that is designed to run on gasoline and similar 
volatile fuels.  
 
A diesel engine also known as a compression ignition engine which is an 
internal combustion engine that uses the heat of compression to initiate ignition to burn 
the fuel injecting into the combustion chamber. In a diesel engine, air and the fuel are 
infused into the engine at different stages, as opposed to gas engine where a mixture of 
air and gas are introduced. Fuel is injected into the diesel engine using an injector 
whereas in a gasoline engine, a carburettor is used for this purpose. In a gasoline engine, 
fuel and air are sent into the engine together and then being compressed. The air and 
fuel mixture limits fuel compression and the overall efficiency. A diesel engine 
compresses only air and the ratio can be much higher. A diesel engine compresses at the 
ratio of 14:1 up to 25:1, whereas in a gasoline engine the compression ratio is between 
8:1 and 12:1.diesel engines can either be two cycles or four cycles and are chosen 
depending on mode of operation.  
 
There are two types of natural gas engine which are ignited natural gas engine 
and compression ignition natural gas engine. Compared to gasoline, compressed natural 
gas (CNG) is cleaner and less expensive.  
 
2.3 Engine Management System (EMS) 
 
The Engine Management System (EMS) is a small-scale computer that controls 
the running of an engine by monitoring the engine speed, load, temperature and 
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providing the injection at the right time for the prevailing condition (Indraguna V.E, 
2006). The EMS is comprised of sensors for intake air and coolant temperature, intake 
manifold absolute pressure (MAP) and throttle position (TPS), as well as sensors for 
engine speed, and signals for the required injection and ignition sparks events and a 
sensor for information about the oxygen content in the exhaust.  
 
Furthermore, there is an idle speed motor for adjusting and stabilizing the idle 
speed, or an electronic throttle body and finally a fuel pressure regulator and fuel 
injectors. The supplied high energy ignition coils are controlled by the integrated 
ignition module. The EMS is easy to calibrate, as its reduced time and cost to go from 
prototype to production. Automobile industries can even perform most of system 
integration in their own laboratory. 
 
2.3.1 General Function 
 
The Engine Management System (EMS) is responsible for controlling the 
amount of fuel being injected and for adjusting the ignition timing. It controls the 
running of an engine by monitoring engine speed, load, and temperature. Optimum 
functioning of the EMS assures maximum engine power, with the lowest amount of 
exhaust emissions and the lowest fuel consumption (Indraguna V.E, 2006). 
 
2.3.2 Method of Air Control 
 
An idle air control (IAC) motor is an electrically-operated valve which designed 
to adjust the engine idle RPM speed by opening and closing and air bypass passage 
inside the throttle body. The vehicle computer or electronic control unit (ECU) receives 
information from various sensors and will output signals to adjust the idle air control 
motor in or out to adjust engine idle speed by controlling engine idle air. 
 
The intake manifold function is to receive the mixture from either the carburettor 
or the throttle body injector of a single-point fuel injection system and to distribute it 
evenly with least variation in air-fuel ratio, to the inlet valve ports.  
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2.3.3 Method of Fuel Control 
 
The electronic fuel injection (EFI) accurately controlling the fuel mixture (A/F 
ratio) based on feedback from sensors connected to engine. The data such as engine speed, 
crankshaft position, air an engine load is required from the data sensor to provide optimum control 
of the system. The analogue signals from the sensor were converted to digital signal for 
computer to understand. The injector will injected the fuel with precise accuracy and a 
significant reduction in fuel droplet size due to the ability to meter fuel by the EFI 
system engine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Overall EFI functional block 
 
Source: Indraguna, 2006 
 
2.3.4 Method of Ignition Control 
 
The ignition system is necessary in engine motor vehicle to initiate the power 
stroke by ignite the combustible charge of air and fuel in the cylinder. It requires very 
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practise the spark to ignite the combustible charge is not timed to occur exactly at the 
beginning of the power stroke but rather earlier than this and towards the end of the 
compression stroke. The ignition timing is necessary to allow sufficient time for the 
combustion process to take place, so the maximum cylinder gas pressure can be attained 
just after the piston passes top dead centre (TDC) (Nunney,2000). 
 
2.4 Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) System 
 
Fuel injection (FI) technology is a technology that is widely used in vehicles 
these days. The technology is used to eliminate the need for carburettors. Carburettor is 
a mechanical system that mixes fuel with air (Indraguna V.E, 2006). The fuel injection 
system helps the engine to supply fuel directly to the cylinder in the intake manifold. 
The flow of fuel injected is regulated by the sensors located in the engine and then 
maintains it to appropriate levels.  
The first fuel injection systems were throttle body fuel injection systems or 
single point systems, which had an electrically controlled fuel injector valve. Later, 
these fuel injection systems were replaced by more efficient multi-port fuel injection 
systems, which have a separate fuel injector for each cylinder. This latter fuel injection 
system is better at metering out fuel accurately to each cylinder. It also provides for a 
faster response. 
Electronic fuel injection is much more complicated compared to carburettor 
since the fuel injection systems are developed to improve the fuel efficiency. It is slowly 
eliminate the use of carburettor that is clearly polluted the environment. In the fuel 
injection system, the fuel is efficiently mixes with air and supplied to the combustion 
chamber to produce efficient power to the vehicle. 
The heart of the fuel injection system is the electronic control unit (ECU) which 
is entirely control the injection system. Various sensors transmit information to the 
control unit concerning air temperature, engine temperature, engine speed and engine 
load. The control unit used this information to determine the exact amount of fuel to be 
distributed to the cylinders (Clymer Publications, 1972). 
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2.4.1 Basic Component of EFI 
 
The most important part of the whole electronic fuel injection (EFI) system is 
the electronic control unit (ECU) which controls the fuel map. Every sensor located in 
the engine and throughout the rest of the vehicle sends information to the ECU. Then 
ECU interprets the information and uses to keep the vehicles moving. ECU continually 
selects the engine control inputs such as air flow rate, fuel flow rate, and spark timing 
besides processing the information carried by several sensors (Pushkaraj, 2005). The 
ECU is though to be useless without it sensors. The five important sensors are: 
 
i) Mass Air Flow (MAF) Sensor 
MAF snsor measures the amount of air coming into the engine. When the 
engine is idling, less air is drawn. However, once the vehicle in motion, 
more air is drawn into the engine. So more fuel fuel in needed from the 
injectors. 
 
ii) Oxygen (O2) Sensor 
The sensor is located in the exhaust system that detects the amount of 
unburned oxygen and fuel coming from the engine. ECU can adjust the 
amount of fuel injected into the engine to increase efficiency. 
 
iii) Throttle Position Sensor (TPS) 
TPS tells the ECU how hard and how quickly the gas pedal is pushed. The 
faster the pedal is pushed, the more the amount of fuel need to be added to 
the engine for furthetr speed. 
 
iv) Manifold Absolute Pressure (AMP) Sensor 
AMP snsor measures the changes in the engine manifold pressure which 
send signal to the ECU on how much load the engine need to bear. If it is in 
a high pressure, Ecu will lower the the engine vacuum and add mor fuel. 
However if there is a low pressure, the ECU will raise the vacuum and dial 
down the fuel injection. 
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v) Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) 
This sensor works on by alerting the ECU on how fast the vehicle is moving 
and adjust the fuel to appropriate amount. 
 
As being stated earlier, fuel injectors are the electro-mechanical devices that are 
used to meter fuel. The fuel injector is the small nozzle into which liquid fuel is injected 
at high temperature. The fuel injector is designed to introduce fuel at the correct time, at 
correct pressure and at correct quantity than a carburettor. Therefore, no fuel is wasted. 
The precise metering of fuel result in the increased power, lower emissions and lower 
the fuel consumption. A high pressure of fuel is essential to lift the nozzle valve for 
better penetration into the combustion chamber. The proper atomization also enhances 
the efficiency of the engine. The injector is a type of valve that is controlled 
electronically, which opens and closes and supplies atomized fuel to the engine. It 
sprays fuel into the intake valves directly in the form of fine mist. The injector opens 
and closes rapidly, and the pulse width determines how much fuel goes into the valve. 
Fuel is supplied to the injectors by a fuel rail.  
  
There are two kinds of fuel pumps which are the mechanical fuel pump that was 
used in carburetted cars and the electric fuel pump that is used in vehicle with electronic 
fuel injection (EFI). In the EFI system, the fuel pump is electronic by means it is 
electronically controlled and powered. Others component is the fuel pressure regulator 
which a mechanical device that is inserted in automobile engines to maintain normal 
fuel pressure. In most combustion engines, the main goal of the fuel pressure regulator 
is to maintain the fuel system pressure at 2 bar. Fuel pressure regulator have an integral 
role in various mechanical devices because it serves as a buffer in keeping the fuel 
pump function constant despite changes in the fuel amount or the speed of the pump 
while it is running.  
  
2.4.2 High Pressure Fuel Injector 
 
 Higher pressures mean greater atomization which results in better burning and 
more power from the injected fuel charge. Injection pressure has a significant influence 
on particulate emission levels. The higher the injection pressure, the better the fuel 
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atomizes during injection and mixes with the oxygen in the cylinder. This results in a 
virtually complete combustion of the fuel with high energy conversion. In the last 30 
years, a trend to high pressure fuel injection systems with an increase of maximum 
injection pressure from 800 up to 2000 bar is visible. In future, very flexible high 
pressure fuel injection systems are necessary with multiple injection and rate shaping 
capabilities and a maximum injection pressure beyond 2000 bar. In this case, the most 
important thing is the fuel injection system itself needs to reach low fuel consumption. 
The flexible injection system in each point of the engine map the optimum rate shaping, 
injection timing and multiple injections is possible to get the best compromise between 
emission trade off and fuel consumption.   
 
The injection pressure for the engines that equipped with common rail 
technology is generated independently of the load and the engine speed. The injection 
pressure build up is separated from the injection process in order to enable this system. 
A high pressure pump generates the necessary fuel pressure to all injectors at all times. 
This fuel pressure is stored in a high pressure accumulator. These injectors have 
extremely fast solenoid valves that are actuated electronically that result in a great 
amount of flexibility in designing the injection process.  
 
2.4.3 Injection Control Strategy 
  
The control system is generally being categorized into two main groups which 
are open loop control system that has been commonly used since it first introduced and 
the other one is closed loop control system. Open loop system has eliminated the 
function of the driver Basic block diagram of open loop control system (Indraguna V.E, 
2006).  
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Figure 2.2: Open loop control system 
 
Source: Indraguna, 2006 
 
After few years, a greater precision of the timing needed that must relate the 
timing of the spark to the factors such as engine speed and engine load has been 
introduced by the electronic control unit (ECU). The timing requirements are stored in a 
memory unit. However in the modern loop open system the engine is in the same 
condition when the memory was programme n the memory unit no longer effective 
which caused the timing given by the look up table unsuitable for the engine. The air to 
fuel ratio is maintained with the need of efficient feedback control system. The 
differences of open loop system and closed loop system is the driver as sensor feedback 
by which the driver need to manipulate the main control, adjust the ignition timing and 
set the air to fuel ratio.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Closed loop feedback control system 
 
Source: Indraguna, 2006 
 
The used of early injection timing achieves a homogenous mixture because of 
the longer time available for mixture preparation. It was found that retarding the 
injection timing produces higher CO because the mixture become less homogenous and 
the combustion become less stable. In the PFI engine, the early injection generates a 
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